Barceló, Guilliéron, Linares, Serch, Montero It soon becomes evident that, because they are designed and implemented with the primary 73 purpose of providing the data required by traffic control applications, the current detection 74 layouts in traffic networks are not appropriate for the reconstruction of OD matrices, because 75 they do not take explicitly into account the OD pattern structure. The objective of identifying 76 a detection layout that optimizes the coverage of origin-destination demand on the road 77 network while minimizing the uncertainties of the estimated OD matrix still remains an 78 important challenge for Advanced Traffic Management Systems, as well as for the 79 transportation studies necessary for the design, feasibility and impact evaluation of such 80 systems. The main research on this topic assumes that traffic detectors (for instance inductive 81 loops) are usually located in the network links. This paper explores a modified set which 82 covers the formulation of the classical link detection layout problem, including side 83 constraints that model specific conditions for achieving the objectives, and it also develops a 84 new metaheuristic algorithm whose computational efficiency is tested with various real 85 networks. However, we believe that the possibilities raised by the emerging Information and 86
Communication Technologies cannot be ignored. This situation creates new scenarios. For 87 example, layouts based on the detection of the electronic signature of on-board devices, such 88
as Bluetooth devices, allow the location of sensors at intersections. To explicitly take into 89 account how these ICT sensors operate, this paper proposes a new formulation in terms of a 90 node-covering problem with side constraints that, for practical purposes, can be efficiently 91 solved with standard professional solvers such as CPLEX. 92 93
FORMULATIONS OF THE LINK DETECTION LAYOUT PROBLEM 94 95
To understand the role of the detection layout in the estimation of the OD matrix, it is crucial 96 to understand the relationships between link flows, path flows and the OD matrix. In the case 97 of time independent approaches --that is, when the OD matrix is assumed to be constant for 98 the time period under consideration--models that adjust OD flows from link flow counts 99 assume a mapping of OD flows to counts in which, if N I is the number of OD pairs in the 100 network, N A is the number of arcs and N K is the number of paths between OD pairs, then the 101 matrix P[N K , N I ] of path choice fractions is known or can be computed. Each entry of this 102 matrix is the fraction of trips of the i-th OD pair using path k. 
Where v ah are the measured traffic counts at a given detector on link a during time interval h, 133 ℎ is the fraction of the i-th OD flow that departed from its origin during interval r and 134 crossed the detector at link a during interval h. g ih is the number of vehicles between the i-th 135 OD pair that left their origin in interval h, ε ah is the measurement error and r' is the order of 136 the autoregressive model. ℎ generalizes the concept of mapping OD flows and link counts. 137 138
The quality of the adjusted matrix strongly depends on: the quality of the seed matrix in 139 reducing the indetermination of the problem, the quality of the mapping schemes and the 140 quality of the detection layout. Bierlaire [10] analyzes these dependencies for a given layout. 141
Although it was early evidenced that the role of constraints (2) and (3) 
Then, the following combinatorial optimization model solves the formulation of the location 177 problem that satisfies the Link Independence Rule (Rule 4): 178 179
A more complete formulation can be derived including Rule 3. Let's define: 181 182
The detection layout problem can then be reformulated in terms of an enhanced model that 186 accounts for Rules 3 (Maximal Flow Intercepting Rule) and 4 (Link Independence Rule): 187 188
In practice, budgetary limitations can impose a bounding constraint on the maximum number 190
̂ of detection stations that can be located on a network. In this formulation, Rule 3 is the 191 objective of the optimization whereas Rule 4 is set as a constraint. The objective function 192 computes the net captured flow. The problem can be infeasible if ̂<̂0 , where ̂0 is the 193 minimum number of detectors that make it possible to satisfy the OD covering constraints. 194 Barceló, Guilliéron, Linares, Serch, Montero Variants of these formulations can be found in Yang's paper [12] . An analysis of the 195 advantages and disadvantages of these formulations in terms of the quality of the adjusted OD 196 matrix can be found in the paper by Larsson et al. [13] . 197 198 A common drawback of these formulations is that they require a complete enumeration of all 199 paths between all OD pairs in the road network, which leads to a problem in which the size 200 grows exponentially with the size of the network. A more efficient formulation could be 201 obtained by relaxing the requirement of explicitly enumerating the set of paths and using 202 instead the subset of the most likely used paths. On the basis of the previous discussion, we restrict the path set to the most likely used paths 209 in order to reduce the size of the problem and achieve a higher computational efficiency while 210 not significantly degrading the quality of the solution. Given that the objective of the 211 optimization model is maximum flow interception, and that the most likely used paths are the 212 ones expected to accommodate the greatest number of trips, these paths should be covered 213 even if other paths are used by a minority of travelers 214 215
The approach taken in this paper can be considered as an extension of a previous exploration 216 of the detection layout problem made by Hoogland [16] , who explored two alternative 217 formulations: one based on a proposal by Bianco et al. [17] which is rooted in the topological 218 analysis of the network, and another one in which the identification of the most likely used 219 paths for reducing problem size was based on a static equilibrium assignment performed by 220 the Emme commercial package. In the solution produced from the latter, the paths were 221 identified according to a post-processing procedure based on Larsson et al. [18] . A drawback 222 of this approach was that --being based on a static equilibrium assignment--it did not account 223 for the time dependencies of the used paths. This motivated our research to try and capture 224 this time-dependent nature by identifying the most likely used paths on the basis of a 225 heuristic, dynamic user equilibrium traffic assignment with Dynameq [17] . Fei et al. [20] also 226 exploit the advantages of formulating the problem in terms of the most likely used paths as 227 determined by the dynamic user equilibrium achieved by DYNASMART, but their 228 formulation is based on the simplified model discussed in (4 resulting set covering problem with side constraints has a richer and improved structure 251 compared to the previous one studied in [16] . From a computational point of view, the main 252 difference lies in the fact that the resulting formulation can be efficiently pre-processed to 253 reduce its size by using the pre-processing techniques that are proper for combinatorial 254 optimization (Savelsbergh [20] ). This allows the identification of dominated columns and 255 rows, clique inequalities and other pertinent characteristics in the combinatorial structure of 256 the set of constraints (6). The equivalent pre-processed problem is then solved by an ad hoc 257 combination of tabu search and diversification heuristics (Hertz et al. [21] ) in a modified 258 problem formulation, which subsequently relaxes the OD covering rule in a Lagrangian 259 fashion. 260 261
The tabu search is a local search method developed by Glover [22] . This algorithm tries to 262 improve the current solution by choosing the best in the neighborhod, but it avoids some 263 specific movements in order to increase the chances of leaving a local optimum. The 264 algorithm keeps a list of forbidden movements --called a tabu list--at each iteration; the next 265 solution is then given by the best neighbor solution that does not need to reach a tabu 266 movement. When the movement iscompleted, the inverse movement is added to the tabu list 267 and will stay inside it for a fixed number of iterations. This will force the algorithm to search 268 further, even if it is necessary to go through worse solutions. To avoid being too restrictive, a 269 tabu movement will nevertheless be authorized if it reaches a solution that is better than any 270 other found in the entire algorithm. 271 272
An algorithm capable of finding a good solution for any number of detectors is desirable, but 273 it is not possible to know if this number is great enough to satisfy the OD covering rule or not. 274
Even if it is possible to find a feasible solution, it could be less desirable to satisfy the OD 275 covering rule while intercepting a small fraction of the total flow instead of not covering a 276 few OD pairs while intercepting almost all the flow in the network. Following these 277 considerations, the choice was made to no longer consider the OD covering rule as a 278 constraint, but to introduce it instead into the objective function, which permits not only 279 dealing with the fact that these constraints may not be feasible, but it also gives a direct means 280
for evaluating the quality of a solution. Indeed, it is necessary to evaluate whether a solution 281 that covers more OD pairs but less flow is better or worse than another solution. This has to 282 be done by weighting what is more important: to satisfy Rule 1 (OD covering rule) by 283 weighting the coefficient ρ 2 , or to follow Rule 3 (maximal flow intercepting rule) by 284 weighting coefficient ρ 1 . The problem was therefore reformulated as follows: 
The OD covering rule constraint ∑ ≥ 1, ∀ ∈ , ∀ ∈ is replaced by another one, 290 using the path variables instead of the link variables: 291 This greedy algorithm gives a solution that covers a great fraction of total flow, and therefore 309 is a good start for the tabu search; but it is not optimal, neither for the number of OD 310 constraints nor the flow. 311 312 Next movement's choice 313 314
A movement from one solution to another is defined as the move of a detector to a new 315 location, which is on the one hand relatively simple to try and find, and on the other hand 316 allows us to reach every possible solution. As a criterion for measuring a movement's quality, 317 the improvement of the objective function (7) Figure 1 , has 1570 sections, 692 intersections and 210 centroids. The 367
Origin-Destination matrix we started with corresponds to the traffic between 8 am and 9 am. 368
The OD matrix for this network was also split into four different matrices corresponding to 369 four different time slices, using the following percentages: 15%, 30%, 40% and 15%. There 370 were initially 1570 links that were reduced to 1289 by preprocessing; 531 clique inequalities 371 were found. The equilibrium gave 8242 paths, reduced to 3107, for 1358 OD pairs during 4 372 time periods, which means a total number of 4944 initial OD constraints. This number falls 373 down to 2609 when not considering the repeated constraints, and to 2045 when suppressing 374 the redundant ones. The total flow assigned to the Barcelona network was 63973 trips, and the 375 minimum number of detectors to cover the 1236 OD pairs is 115. Table 1 summarizes the  376 numerical results and the red stars in Figure 1 identify the proposed detector locations. Our 377 heuristic intercepts a large fraction of total flow (63973 vehicles), but also covers almost each 378 OD pair in the network, which is important for limiting the OD matrix estimation error. Table 2 reports on the quality of the computational results with a comparison of the problem's 386 exact solutions that were obtained by CPLEX. The heuristic was modified to account for 387 additional practical considerations, like limiting a priori the number of detectors to locate, a 388 constraint that could be imposed in practice by budgetary conditions. Another practical 389 limitation would be bounding the percentage of the total number of trips intercepted by the 390 detectors, a constraint that could be imposed in certain conditions as a measure of the quality 391 of the solution. Two other networks were used: 392 393
• The network of the City of Preston, in Lancashire UK, containing 417 links, 166 394 nodes (intersections) and 34 centroids representing origins and/or destinations. 395
• And the highway network of the Hessen land in Germany, with 4282 links (road 396 sections), 495 nodes (intersections) and 245 centroids (origins/destinations). 397 398 
is the total flow captured by the detector at node n. 454 K n is the set of paths crossing node n. Based on the experience with the previous link 455 Due to space constraints we will report here only the computational results for models (9) and 505 (10) . Figure 4 depicts the sensitivity analysis of the Lagrangian multipliers in a restrictive 506 case when the number of available detectors is fixed at 10 in model (9) . 507 508 509 Figure 4 -Lagrangian multipliers sensitivity analysis 510 Table 3 Table 4 summarizes the analysis of the quality of the solution in terms of the total amount of 526 intercepted OD flows and OD pairs for ̂= 50, p = 2 and m=300 meters. 527 By considering only the most probable paths, the new approach proposed for the link 535 detection layout problem reduces the size of the problem considerably when including time 536 periods. Consequently, it ensures that a good estimation is possible. This formulation 537 appeared to be very sensitive to pre-processing, which can further reduce the size of the 538 problem. When solved with CPLEX, it appears to be well conditioned as almost no more pre-539 processing is found by the software, and the resolution time is very short. Even with time 540 considerations, the number of detectors necessary to satisfy the OD covering rule stays 541 reasonable, unlike other previous formulations with time periods. This shows that the new 542 theoretical model is very good and realistic for practical use. 543 544
The reformulation of the problem in terms of intersection detection layout shows an even 545 better performance in substantially reducing the number of detectors needed to maximize the 546 total intercepted flow and/or the number of OD constraints. 547 548 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 549 550
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